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Back with a vengeance

Apollo Four Forty released
its latest CD, "Gettin' Higl
on Your Own Supply." Is it
any good? Find out inside.
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Wife of presidential · Students wary ofFERPA
hopeful visits c ampus implementation at VMSL
BY JOE HARRIS

staff editor

BY SUE BRITT

staff assistant

U-Wire
News
Student repor~
. fake robbery to get

paper e~ttensjon

_

BY DyLAN McKINLEY
... .. ....
-.
..

Arizona Dai(J' Wildcaf

(U-W1RE) TIICSON, Ariz. University peliee arrested a
University {)f A~ stJJdent
Monday after he falsely tot<l police
he was robbed at gunpo'nt 10 an
attempt at extending the' due date

on a term p~.
~er Bernstein, 18, of Ut paz
Residence Halt, WZ N. Hightand
Ave., told police Sunday a Hispanic
man held a gun to him and stote
his wallet near Manzanita-Mohave
Residence Hall on North ?ark
Avernle. Bernstein then hetped

UAPO detective Jose Sprigg fOlm a
composite sketch of the alleged

Ernestine Schlant-Bradley, wife of
Sen. Bill Bradley, spoke Thesday at
UM-St Louis of her husband's bid'for
the democratic nomination for presi.dent and some of his stands on issues.
Schlant-Bradley said Bradley is the
best candidate for women for a variety
of reasons: She said he supports a
health care plan that would allow anyone to buy insurance through the federal employees health care system; he .
supports a woman's "right to choose,"
and he has always supported Title IX,
affording women more access to
equality in education. She also said that
Bradley helped to pass legislation to
ensure that women would be allowed
48 hours to recover in a hospital after
giving birth. Schlant-Bradley said that
another issue her husband . supports,
campaign finance reform, is also a
woman's issue in that it is difficult for
women to raise money needed to run
for office.
Ernestine Schlant-Bradley talks to Gergia VanCleve, a friend of
Schlant-Bradley discussed what the Bradly family for many years. Schlant-Bradley spoke about
she called "social justice" issues. "1 her husband's bid for the presidency Tuesday.
love the idea that when President
Roosevelt; in the midst of the health care')"
er than most other candidates' stands.
Depression, the worst depression we
Stephen Caliendo. a viSIting assis'The thing I think about the Bradley
have ever had, was able under his lead- tant professor of political science at campaign that is intriguing to me ... is
ership to create Social Security:' UM-St. Louis, said that Bradley 's that he is really trying to articulate his
Schlant-Bradley said. 'Why, when the stand.~ on issues such a~ "socialjustice"
economy is so good, can we not have and "em'ironmental justice" are broad>,'e SCHLANT-BRADLEY, pagE' C

Committee extends
deadlitle for student
Senate applications
•

But after a IJA Grounds and
Labor employee found Bernstein's
watlet Monday with no contents
missm& in a garbage can near La
Paz, Sprigg became suspicious, and
asked Bemstein if he was tel:ltng
the tJuth, polke reports staten.
Bemst.etn then admitted to falsnying the report, Sprigg, said.
"Peter Is not a bad kid," Sprigg
<;aid. "He jyst made a mis.take. We
see a lot Qi a\;Joomlal activity frum
stlJclel'l1:$ when they are under a lot
of academic st:r~. We just wish
t.l:lE!y would cope with the str-e5S in
a more productive matter."
Serw..tein was cited on suspi-

doo of false reporting Monday
moming after he SfXlke with Spligg

for a second time.
YeSterday Bernstein aeclined
. comment sn the ine<.d€!fIt.
Sprigg ordered the w mposIte .
s1~etch pulled from the police butI~t(j;j and UAPD seJrgeants were
FJOt,Yfie£l that the r€l*lrt was falsified. .

.SID., Mkhael Smith , UAPD
s,poR~, said fa.lslfying Feports
will not be tDterated by the
.
tWportment.
"Obvious! y, any type of false
reporting is a crime .., Smit/\ said>.
'Wnat bothers me more is that he
pid\E'd out a specffie race tG tal5e-

staff editor
It's possible that a seat in the
Unive.rsity Senate ''rill be available to
any student who applie.s. That' s
because as of Friday, only ' five students filed papers to run for the 25
available student seats.
Incumbents D. l'v1ike Bauer,
Joshua Stegeman and Joshua Miller,
and two students not currently in the
Senate-Joseph Flees II and Robert
C. Montague II-filled out applications.
The three-member Senate committee running the election originally
set the deadline for filing at 10 am.
Thursday Feb. 24, but by then only
three had applied, said Andrea Kerley,
a student senator and member of the
committee running the election.
In an effort to gamer more candidates, Kerley said, the committee
decided to extend the deadline until 1
p.rn. Friday March 3. The election
was originally scheduled for March I

Smitn'iatrl this informaHoo

eQUId nave had bad resIUlts_
"ff any Df 0Uf " fficEfs nad COTt,e '

senior editor

Changes in the student budget
across a man that fit U', e descripallocation process wilJ now allow the
. . tWA Bermtein gave a l>iaIHrour
Student
Allocation
Budget
after Ihesald it happeriOO, that
Committee to make tentative allocaI11ill\ woo\d have had! quril';e a b'it of
tions without requiring an initial
trauma from dealing with police:
hearing, Blyan Shaw, co-chair of the
Smith sald. "And what if ap.other
Student
Activities
Budget
officer ~\lt in an ac:dde.flt racing. to
Committee, announced at the
the scene for backup!'
February Student Government
Association meeting.
"Due to the fact that the forms
have changed this year, and it's done
on a program-to-program basis and
,
for each program that is requesting
money, it requires a detailed write-up
.
.......... :_............ .1 on how they aniveq at costs," Shaw
Features
......
....... .... ..........- .. -...•....... _...............3,.
said. "Basically [we are] trying to
knock out that first hearing that
9p.i~~~~~..:.................._~~.~_.. _,:1
tn'A)\lieS ~-Gf '
~.. .
,
AaE
6
Shaw said that.in the
snident
, Classified s
.7
organizations had just one column
:Th;··N~~d T~bi~
for each progr:am on the budget
req,uest fonus. He said that some-
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and 2, but has been postponed until
March 9 and 10.
Students in good standing who
have completed at least nine credit
hours and hav a grade point average
of at least 2.0 may apply.
The faculty-dominated 121-member University Senate is UM-St.
Louis governing body.
When asked about the apparent
lack of interest in the Senate seats,
Leonie Carillo, a senior transfer student majoring in chemistry, said, "I
didn't even lmow it existed."
"It hasn't been publicized," said
student Jim Barrow. "I don't read TIre
Om'ent on a re.gular basis. Where's
the fliers? 'Where's the advertising?
How the hell do you find out about
this stuff?"
Freshman Mark Richardson said
the Senate was not. a priority in his
life. "1 have a busy life between work
and school." However, he added,
"Somebody should be involved in it"

see ELECTIONS, page 5

SABC hopes new review
process will save time
BY JOE HARRIS

!yaccuse."

see FERPA FORUM, page 5

UM·St. Louis participates in
.......ock trial compel- i

I

BY BENJAMIN ISRAEl'.

suspect..

Students concerned with the
implementation of a 1998 amendment to the Family &lucational
Right to Privacy Act on the
University of Missouri-St. Louis
campus voiced their fears to administrators Thmsday afternoon in the
Hawthorn Room.
The amendment allows univer. sities to report alcohol violations to
parents of students younger than
21 . The universities, though, have
some leeway in how it is implemented.
Students there said they worned
about how FERPA would be implemented, and whether their constitutional rights would be violated.
Some asked if FERPA made possible new programs to help students.
G. Gary Grace, vice chancellor
of Student Affairs, said the guidelines haven ' t been written yet
be;cause the Department of
&lucation has not completed the
IUle-making process for FERPA.
Grace said the issue of implementation is complicated.
"We talked about the rights of
the individual versus the community and one can't win over the
other," Grace said. "We've got to
protect the rights of students to
have a safe place and that their
records are going to be maintained

in a confidential way."
Rick Becher, chief justice of the
Student Court, said he questions the
constitutionality of FERPA.
"My issue is if there's going to
be a group of people ages 18 to 21
who are legally emancipated and
should not have theu: parents called
... and those people have their parents called," Eccher said, "three or
fom years down the road the U.S.
Supreme C0U11 could legally say
that this law is unconstitutional for
that group."
Eccher also proposed forming a
group of student counselors to help
identify alcohol abuse problems in
students under the age of 21. The
group would be made up of psychology and sociology graduate
students who have passed the test
to become state certified counselors.
Becher said such a group would
give those graduate students handson experience before graduation.
'That group would be students
helping students to make this essential diagnosis of whether these people are alcoholics or social drinkers,
and how to drdW that line," Eccher
said. "It would also be educational
in a sense that we would be giving
our graduate students so many
hours, so many years of time a,
substance-abuse counselors."

Past,

times the column would just consist
of the name of the-program and vital
information would be left out
because of the lade of space.
Without the infom1ation, Shaw
said, the SABC would have to call
the organization to schedule a hearing to answer the committee's questions about the program. Shaw said
the revamped forms allow each organization to' write a detailed summary
about each of its programs and
answer the SABC's questions without a hearing.
Shaw said the new process saves
time for both the SABC and the student organizations.
The-hearings "take away from the
time the SABC could be de.liberating
on all the other budgets, and it kind
of wastes the. time of that organization because the'}' \~ould ~ve to
come in," Shaw said.
Another time-saving measure

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~. -.- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • ~.,. • • • • - .

see SA.B C, pa&1i! 5

Rafael Macias!

Th<! Clln1!J

The members of the UM-st. Louis mock trial team. Back row: Lynn An n Waldmann, Jacqueline
Sarris, Sue Britt, Erikka Williams, sponsor Stephen Caliendo, Denny Lees, Harmony Wade, Cheryl
Baehr, Penny Andrews, and Anna Juergens. Front row: Chris Court, Anita Steed, Tony Colombo, Ben
Dobbe, Kadisha Esperanto. Sarris and Steed were named "outstanding witnesses" at the Mock Trial
and Dobbe and Wade were named "outstanding attornies."

Despite success) group 's future looks uncertain
BY B E NJAMIN ISRAEL
.. .. ....................
...............-................ .... _......... . -.

staff editor

Four teams from UM-St. Louis
competed in their first collegiate M ock
Trial competition at Washington
University Feb. 18, 19 and 20, and
brought home five trophies. However,
that may be fhe.last time UM-St. Louis
participates in Mock Trial competition.
Mock Triaf"s faculty sponsor,
Ste,p hen 'Caliendo, is a visiting assistant professor of political science
whose. contract ruDS out at the end of
the school year, and the Mock Trial
organization has no funding for next
year.
Jackie Sanis, a senior majoring in
communications who took home a trophy as an Outstanding Witness, said
she leamed more from Mock Trial
she did from any of her classes.
" You re. not jest sitting there reading a te.xtbook and listening to a lecture," Sarris said. "You're doing somethirrg"

tnan

Sarris played a forensic pathologist for mock trial, Caliendo said.
in a mmder trial.
"I had to scrounge for money" f(
Every year. the American Mock dues, Caliendo said. "Most schools g'
Trial Association gives all its member
[their packel~J in September or earl
schools the same packet of informa- October. We got ours in Decembe
tion about a made-up case, and teams
and I gave it to the students befol
of students try the c-ase over and over Christmas."
in mock courts.
Caliendo said the political scien(
This year, students worked with a
department gave mock trial $250. 11
case of a man accused of killing his . law fum of Casey and MeyerkOl
best friend by hitting him in the head
funded the rest and two of its lawve:
with a shovel. said Kadisha Esperanto,
volunteered to help. 'The police ~eJ
a student and captain of one of the
nice enough to grant them parking pe
mits," Caliendo said.
teams. Judges gave contestants scores
for how they performed as witnesses
The University hasn't allocated ar
and attorneys giving testimony and money for mock trial for next ye
performing direct- 1Uld cross-examinaeither, Caliendo said.
But there may be no point in all,
tion, The judges don 't choose winners
based on what verdicts they say they
eating money for Mock Trial if it h:
would give, but on the highest scores.
no faculty sponsor.
Two judges rate each trial.
'1 do [mock trial} for free above II
UM-St. Louis entered four te.ams.
regular course teaching load
Esperanto's team placed seventh out of Caliendo said. "I would be uncomfOJ
the 13 teams competing.
able to ask any faculty member to do
UM-St Louis's teams were at a disfor free ."
advantage this year because the
University didn't allocate any money
see M OCK TRIAL, page .5
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Bulletin Board
Mon d ay, Feb. 28
·Noon Cultural Series presents "Why
Science Exhibits Don't Always Need to
be Accurate." Jay Rounds, Des Lee
Professor of Museum Studies and
director of the graduate program in
museum studies, will explore what
science museum exhibits are really
about and asks why some are interesting and others are boring. Open to all
those interested, the event will be in
229 J. C. Penney and will last until 1
p.m.

Jou Ma.17i:s •

.Prayer Group at Newman Center (8200
Natural Bridge Rd.) will meet at 7:30
p.m.

Wednes d ay, M arch 1
·March Madness Badminton is something fun and active to do over your
lunch hour. Come and play every Mon.
and Wed. in March. Drop by the Mark
Twain Gym from 12 to 1 p.m. No
advanced registration is necessary.
.Resume Writing Skills Workshop,
sponsored by Career Services, will be
from 10 to 10:30 a.m. in Room 308
Woods Hall. Create a resume that
makes a positive first impression.
Advanced registration is required. Call
5111 to register or enroll in person at
Career Services.
.Soup and Soul Food will be from 12 to
12:50 p,m. at the Normandy United
Methodist Church.

,JwIj LilU>riU.:; • FJ<.:\Illy Adviser

·NOW meeting will be held from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Room 72 J . C.
Penney. There will be a di scu5sion
of women's health issues with a
professional from the UMSL health
clinic. Parking will be available in t he
metered lot next to the building and
there will be reserved spaces for NOW
meeting attendees.
·Center for International Studies presents "July 2000 Presidential
Elections," the first of The Rol ando
Lara Zavala Memorial Lecture in
begin
Mexican Studies. This event
at 7:30 p.m. in the Sum mit Lounge
and a reception will fOl low. There is
no charge and for more information
call 7299.
·Andreas Triantafyllou wil l be playi ng
piano in Room 205 Music Building
beginning at 12 p .m. This is a free
event. '
·Rec Sports Registration Deadline is
today for the Wallyb all Tripl es
Tournament (a one-night t ourney to
be held Thurs., March 8, f rom 6 to 10
p.m . at the Mark Twain Racq uetball
Courts) and Floor Hockey Leagues
(with games played on Wed . evenings
at the Mark Twain Gym starting March
8) . Open to students, fac ulty and
staff. Sign up and receive more information in the Rec Sports Office, 203
Mark Twain.

Josh ,R eliCiud • Prod. ,\\:UI".'S"r

W b I'.diwr
Benjiirniii lSi'iael • tl\e'il'S Editor
Prootre~der

AniiIe l20ff.... ,. l'eaWICS Edi!a-r

; Multicultural Relations / Academic ·
Affa irs presents "Diversity in
America", number five of their
Student Dialogue Brow n Bag Series.
Karen Johnson of Empowerment Inc.
will be speaking from 11:30 a.m. to
1 :30 p.m. in Room 222 J. C. Penney.
UM-St. Louis students, faculty and
staff are welcome to attend.

Learn about the job search resources
that are available . Call 5111 to register or enroll in person at Career
Services.

~'iIi Kil1W6tmj( •

ICory BlackwO<iJd .• A&J: £diLQr

MvercLsirlg Rep_
~therine

·Center for International Studies presents "Economic Reform Under
Zedillo: Too Much or Too Little?"
(which will begin at 9:30 a.m .) and
"The Fiscal Weaknesses of the
Mexican State: Causes and
Implications" (which wi ll begin at 2
p .m .), also part of The Rolando Lara
Zavala Memorial Lecture in Mexican
Studies. These events wi ll be located
in Room 331 Social Sciences and
Business Building. Ther e is no charge
and for mor-e information call 7299.

Friday, March 3
·How to Utili ze Care er Services
Workshop, sponsored by Career
Services, will be from 11 :30 a.m. to
12 p.m. in Room 308 Woods Hall.

,. FIl>;\\s I':cti(tW

•

~·ttgiPB¥e.r

Sunday, March 5

~jocaru ,.

Dan.a

.RCIA, the Rite of Christian Initiation of
Adults will begin at 4 and run until
5:30 p.m. at Newman House (8200
Natural Bridge Rd.).

BilSiile.SS ,'us.ociale

Cbarman .. Malon... Featl./cCS AssOcL.1re
Hi~

Sc>wmaJll ,• . port§ -odaCE

B.1Cba~ QuIc~ey

,. SPOr'S

(-\'S5oci.1,(1!

David Baugnb'l' • ;Vroo, J\ssociale
Briar. Douglas· Dislrib. Ma.nager

Thursdayw March 2
·Percussion Ensemble will be playing in
the Villa Lounge, Marillac Provincial
House beginning at 7:30 p.m. This is a
free event.

Spuns £aj[(J[

~ IMitcjaS . Phmosrapni' Dir.

Monday, March 6

Rl'iasliait Pittman ~ l'e:WL1[e5 Assisl:ll'l

·Noon Cultural Series presents "Beach
Boys and Brothels: The Sex Industry in
Sri Lanka. " Jody Miller, assistant professor, and Dheeshama Jayasunoera,
M. A. candidate, criminology and
criminal justice, present their
research findings on prostitution in Sri
Lanka. Open to all those interested,
the event will be in 229 J. C. Penney
and will last until 1 p.m.

Erin SYmn __1 • Prod. A.ssislam

.IasotJ t..ove,ta .• Copy' £dirGr

St .. ff~ Mutsum.i ig.arasn\,
Mi chel~e Van Is.eghem,
Darren Brune

7940 N atural Bridge Road
St. l.ouis" Missouri 63121

·Israel at 52: Educating for a
Technological Age, sponsored by the
Center for International Studies and
featuring Dr. Yehudit (Judy) Dori and
Dr. Dov Dori, will begin at 7:30 p.m.
in the Southwester Bell
Telecommunity Center. A reception
will follow and admission is free. For
r'I1ore information call 7299 .
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Student: Toya Like
MajoT: Criminology

Yes, money.
Dinero.
Greenbacks.
Smackeroos.
Write articles, take photos, get paid.
The Current is now hiring students for the
following paid positions:

• N ews Associat e
• N ews Assist a nt
• Photo Associat e
Writing and photography experience is helpful, but
we will train you. If interested in applying, send a
resume and cover letter in care of Mary Lindsley,
Managing Editor, to The Current, 7940 Natural
Bridge Road, St. Louis, MO, 63121, or e-mail us at
current@jinx.umsl.edu

.,

I

TCH'ii Wamt;acher • A ¥err.lsing Oir .
f wd, Associall"

wilt

Tuesd ay, Feb. 29
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Students look for job
opportunities through
CABS program

Kenneth Mares talks about the CAES program as a recruitment effort for students
seeking jobs in the science field.
RHASHAD PITTMAN
...............................
·Staffasststant·········· · · ····....·......... .

Any local, science-related business or
research instirution in search of young summer
employees can view the credentials and backgrounds of some of the top undergraduate students in the nation through the Collaborative
for Applied Experiences in Science (CAES)
program.
CAES director Kenneth Mares said the main
purpose of the program is to "try to get students
to come back to St. Louis to get a feel for job
opportunities and the st. Louis workplace."
Many of the students involved with the pro-

gram attend local universities such as St. Louis
University, Washington University, and the
University of MissoUll-Rolla. However, a number of the other participants are srudents at
other schools like Duke University, Harvard
University and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Although the approximately 90 students differ in colleges, nearly all of them share high
grade point averages and prior experience in
their area of study.
"All applicants are graduates of precollegiate science or mathematics programs and are
currently enrolled in leading institutions of
higher education throughout the country,"
Mares said. "They have all indicated an interest

in science-based work experience in the St.
Louis area. All applicants have completed at
least one year of mathematics, science or engineering curriculum and have impressive academic records."
The CAES applicants showed great interest
when they submitted all of their information to
Mares via the Internet, he said.
"They call and say, 'I don't want to work at
McDonald's this summer.' [There's] nothing
wrong with McDonald's, but they want to work
in science," Mares said.
After receiving the information, Mares separated the students according to their majors
and posted them on the CAES web site,
www.umsLedul -sep/caestoc.htmL

Health Services can provide many ways
to keep students in top form for classes

There are a wide variety of majors to choose
from. The srudents involved major in biology,
biochemistry, chemistry, computer science,
economics, engineering (all disciplines), interdisciplinary sruqies, mathematics, physics, psychology or are' undeclared science majors.
CAES is part of the Science Education
Programs Office, and is sponsored by the E.
Reuben and Gladys Flora Grant Charitable
Trust and the University of Missouri-St. Louis
in cooperation with the St. Louis Regional
Commerce and Growth AssociationiSt. Louis
Regional Science and Technology Alliance.
For more information, contact Mares at
(314)
516-6155, or e-mail him at
biokmare@admiral.umsl.edu.

Eames exhibit shows
inventions of couple
BY ANME

PoRTER

staffeditor
BY CHARMANE MALONE

.-.... ,.-.-.- ........ -..... ", ......... ...... , .. ... _-.

staff associate
UM-St Louis' University Health
Services has more to offer than an
Advil and a Band-Aid.
The health service is on the fast
track to becoming a full service clinic,
whereas only five years ago the office
could only give students minor medical assistance, they now can prescribe
birth control, conduct gynecological
exams and treat many non-emergency
health ailments.
According to Amy Schoenberger, a
health educator, the student health clinic has added many new services since
Nancy Magnuson became the student
health services administrator. The clinic houses two full-time nUrse practitioners and two registered nurses.
Schoenberger works part-time as a
registered nurse within the clinic and
holds health-related workshops, sets
up information tables and has various
screening throughout campus.
For basic services, there is not a copay as with most doctor visits with
insurance. The clinic treats millor
injury and illness. It conducts strep
throat testing, pregnancy testing, urinalysis, immunizations, birth control
and SID consultation.
Physical
exams, pap smears and hearing screenings are also done in the office. Most
of the time students are able to be seen
as walk-ins, but as more students utilize the facility, students ' needing
exams and screenings may want to call
ahead to make an appointment
"Treat us like your dOctor's office."
says Schoenberger.
Small fees may apply to certain
tests and some medications can be
obtained at a very low price.
Schoenberger says the goal is to prO'
vide affordable health care for students
who are, many times, on a tight budget

Schoenberger stresses prevention is
a student's best asset for staying
healthy while attending college.
Scboenberger thinks it is important
to obtain some kind of health insurance as well as utilizing the services in
her office.
"Many students do not know
affordable health insurance is available
and really do not know the full importance of having it," said Schoenberger.
UM-St. Louis offers a Student
Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan
for all students that may not be covered
by their parents' or employers' medical plans. The University 's plan covers students during the semester the
plan is purchased and assists them with
doctor and emergency visits and hospitalizatiDn.
Schoenberger says supplemental
health coverage can be purchased that
covers dental, vision and prescriptions.
"What we want students to know
[is] that these are just options, they are
more than welcome to find something
better that suits their nee~" says
Schoenberger.
The student health clinic recognizes
that even students that cannot afford
any form of insurance will still be able
to get some assistance from University
Health Services.
Validation for handicapped parking
is handled through Health Services
upon presentation of medical documentation verifying a disability that
impairs mobility.
University Health Services is located at 127 Woods Hall and is open
Monday through Thursday 8 a.m.-7
p.m and on Fridays 8 am-5 p.m.
The list of services provided at
University Health Services includes:
Allergy Injection
SID Testing
Blood Pressure Check
Handicap Parking
Hearing S=ning

Pap Smears
Phylsical Exam
Pregnancy Test
Rapid Strep Test
Urine Drug Screen
Weight Check
TBTest
Cholesterol Check
Hepatitis B Vaccine
Measles Booster
Mono Test
Tips for staying well at college:
1. Try to eat well-balanced meals.
Don't skip breakfast If you are short
on time, have a piece of fruit, cheese
and crackers, granola bars, or peanut
butter on a slice of bread.
2. Take a 20-30 minute relaxation
and exercise break: each day. Go outside for a walk. Explore opportunities
available for exercise on campus.
3. Attempt to get a least six hours of
sleep each night.
4. Do not get into the habit of using
caffeine, alcohol, medications or
drugs, excess sugar, or smoking as a
means of relieving stress. These only
contribute to health problems.
5. Learn how to properly manage
common illnesses such as colds, sore
throats and gastrointestinal problems.
6. Make informed, sensible decisions regarding sexual activity.
7. Learn specific stress reduction
techniques and use them. For assistance with stress management contact
Counseling Services or University
Health Services.
8. Do not hestitate to seek assistance and support when needed.
Become familiar with support services
on campus and what they offer.
9. Maintain a positive attitude and
enjoy your college experience. Your
days at college may be remembered as
some of the best days of your life.

Everyone knows them., those plastic deep-seated chairs used in high
school biology classes. What most
people don't know, however, is who
invented them and made them part of
everyday life in America. They can be
found in schools, businesses, train stations, lobbies and waiting rooms
everywhere.
The St Louis Art Museum offers
an opportunity to see the work and
process of the inventors of the infamous plastic chair. The exhibit, 'The
Work of Charles and Ray Eames : A
Legacy of Invention", opened Feb. 19
and will be on display until May 14.
Charles and Ray Eames (husband
and wife) modernized furniture and
the lifestyle of America after World
War n. The exhibit features more than
500 artifacts such as clr"d.wings, models, videos, photographs, toys and
experimental pieces. Through this
work the Eameses hoped to improve
life in modem-<lay America by combining both American and international traditions, adding a sense of play
and informality to work, and all while
keeping their work affordable and
accessible to the general public.
"Much of mathematics has the
appeal of magic, pure magic," Charles
Eames said in 1961.
''What works is better than what
looks good. The looks can change, but
what works, works," R ay Eames said.
Cara McCarty, the Grace L.
Brumbaugh
and
Richard
E.
Brumbaugh curator of decorative arts
and design, created the layout of the
exlubit at the St. Louis Art Museum.
'That' s a common response of
people, 'So, that's who did this?'"
McCarty said.
McCarty included some objects
only in the St Loois exhibition ofthe
show: a display of wood furniture and
metalwork such as a fire screen, a
chandelier, andirons, a wooden table-

and-chair set Charles Eames designed
the works in 1936 for the Philip and
Alice Meyer House located in '
Huntleigh in St Louis County.
"I was really glad we could include
that component. It really marked
Charles [Eames ·] debut a, a designer," McCarty said.
In addition to the St Louis artifacts,
a model of the Eames home (Case
Study House #8), Christmas cards,
ephemera, and other objects from the
Eames' office, chair shell experiments
from 1941 to 1945, and a molded plywood leg splint are available for viewing.
'"The great thing is it's so encompassing about Charles ' and Ray's
approach to life. Here [someone] can
see experiments in the new modem
materials of fiberglass and aluminwn.
It's wonderful how to ·see an experiment, to see the whole design process
at work.. to see the models and prototypes. [It is] the real craftsman
approach and tit creates] an intimacy
\vith the piece from start to finish,"
McCarty said.
In the 1950s, the Eameses were
commissioned by the Indian government to make recommendations about
industrialization and mass-production
without losing the traditional appeal of
the craft.
The "India Report," submitted in
1958, lead to the establishment of the
National Institute of Design in
Ahmedabad in 1961 , the first of its
kind in the developing world.
One aspect that McCarty particularly enjoys about the exhibit is the
combination of both private-side articles like toys and travel souvenirs and
public-life pieces such as drawings
and diagrams of the Eameses.
"I think it enriches the exhibit,"
McCarty said. 'Their lifestyle and
work design - an all embracing
approach - they lived it and breathed
it"
For more information, call the St.
Louis Art Museum at (314) 721-0072.

ANNE PORTER

features editor

phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

lPfhe best of see.rs is
he who guesses well."
-Euripides
Credit: Peter's Quotations :
Ideas tor Our Time

4(Love yO W' enemy. it

will drive him nuts.,t
-Eleanor Doan
Credit: Peter's Quotations:
Ideas tor Our Time

can be since.re
and still be stupid,"
~you

·Charles F. Kettering
Credit: Peter's Quotations:
Ideas tor Our Time

'tPatriotism is the willingness to kill and he
killed fur trivial rea."
sons."
-Bertrand Russell
Credit: 1,911 Best Things
Anybody Ever Said

"'Nobody roots for
Goliath."
-Wilt Chamberlain
Credit: 1,911 Best Things
Anybody Ever Said

Tattooing can make painful sta tement about you

I

AND THE POINT 1s. ..
ANNE PORTER

f anyone ever says that getting a tat- become a member of the group of the there and was going to finish the expertoo is not painful, they must have seven-and-a-half people in the world iment.
This experiment, ob., wait a minute,
been on Novocain during the expe- that adore sea turtle tattoos. It took
about two hours to find an appropriate r meant experience ... I had beard many
rience.
Instead of going to Homecoming water reptile--not one that was evil things that people had said concerning
last week, I decided to get a tattoo. I looking, or in a weird dilated position, no pain, just an annoying buzz (blatant
had been thinking about this for about but one that appeared friendly and life- lie) and then once you get one, you are
addicted in all caps.
a year, so it occurred to me that it was like
So Nate escorted me to a little room
I did finally locate a suitable turtle, .
time, and I enlisted the help of a previously tattooed friend to accompany but he was only half a turtle, so the with an open door and wide window.
artist, named Nate, had to draw him, Since I selected a very sensitive locame.
tion of both flesh and bone, my hip, for
The first step, selecting a design, the turtle, to complete form.
"Fred," the water turtle, as I have "Fred's" new home, Nate closed the
. probably took the most time. This little
addition to my body would be there for named him for simplicity's sake, was blind and reclined the chair, and raised
quite a while, so it has to be time- ready to swim into my skin. But I still it until I was about a foot below the
light
available chair.
applicable. Since I adore sea turtles, I had to wait a bit for
The best way I can swn up the feelDuring this time, I pondered just
selected this as my permanent body art
what I was doing and thinking when I ing of the needle on my flesh would be
choice.
r then discovered that I had just . decided to do this, but I figured I was getting a cavity filled without

an

Novocain for about 40 minutes. But r
. had my pride; I would not cry, scream,
tear out my hair or mutilate myself or
Nate.
I did wince a whole lot though.
'''The outline hurts the most," Nate
said.
The pain of a motorized needle and
a pelvic bone did seem to subside for a
bit. Then a new pain visited me-tender stomach tissue pain. Both equal,
but different animals of the temptations
of a tattoo in this body area.
During my time in the chair, other
artists walked in to see Fred's progress.
One joked about his walk on the beach
when he saw a mother turtle laying
eggs and about what exactly "endangered" meant.

Discomfort returned for about th
last 20 minutes, but r tolerated it wi
relentless ambition.
And then Fred was there on hi
along with a little extra ink in hir
vibrant colors of green, yellow an
black with red eyes. For about the nex
couple of nights I slept on one hip c
with the tattooed hip raised, and
applied vitamin A and D ointment t
avoid scabbing.
Here I am., virtually pain free, onI
more colorful. Whoever told me tatt
.can be addicting is completely right.
Despite the pain I withstOOd,
would go return in a second. In fac'
rm planning the next tattoo, which
think will be a dragon.
I won't even hold anyone's hand.
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Friendships can be
Student representation
stronger than steel
needed on Campus Senate F
OUR OPINION

"Fhe

issue~

For years the faculty senators
of the UM-St. Louis University
Senate have complained
about the empty student
seats at senate meetings. In
the past, few students even
bothered to apply for these
seats, let alone attend meetings. Recently, however, students have been applying for
these seats and most attend
the meetings. Despite this
rise in student interest, the
faculty members of the senate have decided to divide
the body into two parts and
reduce the number of student seats. Now only five students have applied for candidacy for next year's senate.

We suggest:
The time has again come to
fill the student seats of the
campus senate. With limited
seats available, student representation is needed now
more than ever. We encourage you to apply for the senate and give us our due representation

So what do you think?
Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.

dOE HARRIS
MARY LINDSLEY
BEN.JAMIN ISRAEL
CHAR MANE MALONE

BRIAN DOUGLAS

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

Mail

Letters to the Editor
7940 Natural Blidge
St. Louis, MO 63121
Phone

(314) 516-5174
Fax

(314) 516-6811
Email

current@jim.umsl.edu
. Letters to the editor
should be brief and those
not exceeding 100 words
will be given preference.
We edit letters for clarity,
length and grammar. All
letters must be signed
and include a daytime
phone number.

It appears the faculty members in
the University Senate may finally get
their way.
As of Friday, only five candidates
had applied to become student senators next fall. While this poor showing is disappointing, it's not altogether surprising.
Faculty senators have been complaining for years about a lack of student involvement in the Senate.
Often, only a handful of candidates
would apply for the 25 Senate seats
available to students. Those who
were elected attended senate meetings infrequently, if at all.
In the last couple of years, however, students started bucking the trend.
In 1998, 42 candidates applied to
become student senators. For the first
time in several years there had been
more candidates than positions. In
1999,44 candidates competed in the
elections. Student attendance at meetings' while not perfect, has been
improving. This year's crop of student senators even took the initiative
to form an organization that would
allow them to pool their efforts and
exert more power in Senate affairs .
You would think the students' faculty counterparts in the Senate would
be pleased with the increased student
involvement. Unfortunately, they
weren't The long period of student
apathy toward the Senate gave faculty members plenty of time to develop
an anti-student bias. Students were
discouraged from speaking at Senate
meetings and from participating in
the senate's subcommittees. Faculty
members began discussing ways they
could "streamline" the Senate, a
process that would involve eliminating all or part of the student seats.
Last fall, the Senate finally made
that wish into a reality when they
voted to divide the University Senate
into two bodies and relegate students

to the one with the least power. This
move reduced the number of student
seats from 25 to 13. Although the
split must still be approved by the
Board of Curators, there is no indication at this point that the board will
have any objection to it
It's hard to blame students for
their lack of enthusiasm toward the
Senate elections. The Senate has
decided to carry on with the elections
despite the fact that the Board of
Curators has not made the senate split
official. No one can say with absolute
certainty whether students will have
13 seats or 25 seats available to them
next year. It's difficult to encourage
students to run for a position that may
not exist in a few months.
It's also difficult to ask stUdents to
become members of a body in which
they will be virtually ignored. As one
former student senator said in an article in this week's issue, 'The faculty,
I think, does pretty much what they
want." Many Senate faculty members
have made it clear that student
involvement is not desired in the senate. With the current shortage of student candidates, one must wonder if
the faculty senators are pleased with
the prospect of having to deal with so
few students next year.
We do not believe thaf"apathy is
the most constructive way to deal
with the daunting obstacles facing
student senators. Given that the faculty senators have clearly demonstrated
that they don't have our best interests
in mind, we need to take advantage of
every vote we can get. While having
13 students to speak on our behalf is
not ideal, it's certainly better than
having five . We therefore encourage
students to keep our voice in the
Senate alive and apply for candidacy
as a student senator.

or a long time now -ever since I saying some very negative things
started dating about 10 years about him.
At that point, instead of arguing
ago- I've known that men and
women communicate quite different- with the guy about something that was
really none of my business, I told him
ly.
Men and woinen often say things that Matt is a really good friend of
to each other that could easily be mis- mine and somebody I would throw
interpreted. This "men are from Mars, down for in an instant (throw down
women are from Venus" type of com- meaning get into a fight for). The
munication is one of the things that acquaintance understocxl and the topic
makes relationships between the of conversation immediately shifted to
another topic.
opposite sexes interesting.
Last weekend I
I think the same can
went to visit Matt. He
be said for friendships
lives in Jefferson City,
between men and
and we hadn't had
women. For the most
time to hang out
part (from what I've
seen), women view
together in almost a
year. While introductheir male friends
ing me to some of his
much like their female
friends, he said 'This
friends, as either really
. is Joe, a really good
good friends or associfriend of mine and
ates.
Most
men,
though, seem to lump
one of the few guys I
would throw down
their female friends
dOE HARRIS
..... "" ... ".""." ... "..",,,. for."
into two categories:
editor-in-chief
sleeping with them, or
The irony was
not sleeping with them
stunning. Throwing
down for each other was something
(just kidding).
However, after putting all of the we had never discussed before, but
overblown negative stereotypes aside, within two weeks in two separate con~
there are actually big differences in versations we both said it
the ways men express their friendships
On the drive borne, I started thinkwith other men as opposed to how ing about this. Women (again, from
women express their friendships with what I've seen) never say they would
other women. This was no more fight for each other. When introducing
apparent to me than in two separate their friends, women tend to take a
much more civilized approach. I guess
incidents within the last two weeks.
Acouple of weeks ago I was at a it's a testosterone thing for men.
The funny thing is that neither I nor
bar with some friends and a newer
acquaintance. While talking to the Matt are violent people, yet we
acquaintance, I found out that he went describe our friendship in violent
to high school with a fraternity broth- terms. In fact, in some of the male
er of mine from Mizzou named Matt
social circles I have observed, having
Matt and I have been good friends somebody willing to "throw down"
for several years, and he was one of for you is like a badge of honor.
the reasons I joined the fraternity in
Why is that? I don't know. That's
the first place. Evidently, this acquain- for sociologists to figure out.
tance had some sort of falling out with
Matt in high school, and he started

Eager student settles

for mediocrity
Parental notification of drug and
alcohol violations makes campus safer A
Well, we blew it.
amendment, an issue which was disIn 1974, the U.S. Congress passed cussed at a forum last Thursday.
the Family Educational Right to
System administrators are currentPrivacy Act, a law that required col- ly developing guidelines for UM camleges and universities to keep infor- puses to use when dealing with
mation about students' grades, minors' drug and alcohol violations.
finances and disciplinary problems According to G. Gary Grace, vice
private, even from a student's parents. chancellor of Student Affairs, the
The law was a prcxluct of the time dur- guidelines will likely allow the
ing which it was passed. In post- University, under certain circumVietnam-era America, we reasoned stances, to notify the parents of minors
that if an 18-year-old is old enough to who incur a drug or alcohol violation.
die in battle, then an 18-year-old is old
Exactly what those circumstances
enough to take responsibility for his or will be is uncertain. It appears parents
her actions as a student. It simply did- will be notified for repeat rather than
n't make sense to repOlt a kid to his first-time offenses, for instances when
parents just because he was caught students endanger the lives of themwith a Budweiser in his dorm room. selves or others, and for instances
Hence, FERPA was born.
when the offense violates a previous
How times have changed. In the sanction against the student. Grace
last three decades, the amount of said exceptions to the guidelines could
binge drinking on college campuses be inade under extenuating circumhas increased dramatically. According stances.
to a 1998 study . by Harvard
The issue for students is twofold:
University, 43 percent of college stu- whether the University should take
dents engage in binge drinking . Each advantage of the amendment to
year, an average of 50 students die FERPA and notify parents of their
from alcohol poisoning.
child's drug and alcohol violations,
Campus binge drinking has also and if parenlal notification does take
been associated with injuries, arrests, place, under what circumstances
assaults, drunk driving and property should it occUr?
We feel that parental notification is
damage. Because of these incidents,
the mocxl of society has changed from ,not only appropriate, it's necessary.
that of protecting the privacy of the The rampant alcohol abuse that occurs
individual to protecting students from on college campuses around the country is a glaring message that we're not
themselves.
mature enough to handle the priviWe blew it.
Congress responded to public pres- leges of adulthood FERPA initially
sure in 1998 by amending FERPA to granted to us in 1974. Grace noted that
allow colleges and universities the the drinking pattern a student estaboption of reporting the drug and alco- lishes in college often lasts for the rest
hol violations of students younger of the student's life. If parental notifithan 21 to their parents . The cation can deter students from engagUniversity of Missouri system must ing in behavior that can have severe
now decide how to implement the short- and long-term consequences,

.Joe Roslck
Freshman / Undedded

----,,--I'm going to register.
I plan on voting for
John McCain.
,...---:--:--

" ----

then it is well worth doing.
Grace indicated that the new
guidelines will be flexible enough to
allow campus administrators to determine when parents should be notified.
We feel that a policy of notifying the
parents of repeat offenders would be
the most appropriate course of action.
A student who incurs a first offense
would be allowed the opportunity to
learn from his or her mistake; if a student is unable to do so, then punishment is w·arranted.
We believe, however, that there are
some circumstances under which
administrators should make exceptions. For example, a fIrst-time
offender who injur,es himself or someone else should be disciplined immediately rather than waiting for another
to occur.
We also hope the University will
exercise extreme caution when deciding which violations should be reported to parents. The decision to report is
a highly subjective one, and administrators will likely find themselves
dealing with situations for which there
is no clear-cut answer. It is up to students to be aware of exactly how the
University enforces the new guidelines once they go into effect and to
ensure that these guidelines are being
implemented in a manner that is fair to '
students .
Ultimately, giving administrators
the flexibility to notify parents
requires a great deal of faith on our
part; we must trust administrators to
be both just and fair. However, given
the depth of the problem .of binge
drinking, we are left with no choice
but to trust the administration. We've
already proven that we can't trust ourselves.
.

Kelly Timmermeler
Freshman I Undecided

"
Not voting.

"

s I was walking to class a few what I wanted to do.
days ago, I came across a
I should have asked how difficult it
group of people taking the would be to get a scholarship. I learned
campus tour. The members of the that no matter what your GPA is, no .
group, most of whom appeared young matter how wonderful your letters of
enough to still be in high school, recommendation are, no matter how
looked fresh-faced, eager and anxious many extra-cunicular actiyities you
bave, getting a scholarship here is like
to attend UM-St Louis next fall.
I thought about the time three years pulling teeth. Shortly after I transferred
ago wben I took that same campus here, I was told by an employee in the
tour. Like those I saw last week, I was financial aid office that the only scholactually excited about the prospect of arship I would have been eligible for
transferring here. I had been attending was a transfer student scholarship, and
a college in Chicago and, to make a that there had been only one available.
long story short, the city and the school Goodbye financial aid, hello debt.
just didn't agree with
There were other
me. I was ready to
things I should have
come back to St.
asked more pointed
questions about: the
Louis. The comments
1'd heard people
parking situation, the
make about UM-St.
level
of
student
Louis over the years
involvement on camweren't the most
pus, etc. Because I didglowing of reviews,
n't, I ended up with a
but it still sounded
school that had a few
like a decent enough
good things going for
school. I was looking
it, but not as many as I
forward· to coming
would have liked.
MARY LINDSLEY
home and making a
When I saw the tour
managing editor
fresh start ~t a new
group last week, I had
school.
considered sneaking
I had thought, at the time, that tak- over to them and feeding questions .to
ing the tour was the smart thing to do . . them, but thought it better not to cause
I even came prepared with a long list any trouble. A5 I continued on my
of questions. I was determined to way, I started to wonder why the issues
avoid repeating my experience in I mentioned should be of concern only
Chicago, determined to find a school to prospective students. Why aren' t
from which I would be satisfied grad- current UM-St. Louis students conuating. Trouble was, I asked the wrong cerned about these types of things as
questions. Within a few months of . well? Why was there so little protest
coming to UM-St. Louis, I found when the faculty members of the
myself becoming a bit disenchanted University Senate voted to give themwith the school I had chosen.
selves the right to use our parking
I should have asked if all the cours- spaces? Why do we say nothing when
es listed in the Bulletin were acmally departmental budgets are slashed arid
available. I discovered after coming courses get cut? Why don't we
here that several courses in my major demand more money for scholarships?
(the ones I was most interested in takMaybe the reason we keep quiet is
ing and which had been a factor in my the same reason I walked away from
. decision to come here) were no longer the tour group without saying anyoffered. I wound up taking courses that thing-nobody wants to start any trouwere suitable enough,. but not exactly ble .

Matt Daub

Margo.Lea Hurwicz

Senior IFrench

Faculty / Anthropology
Gerontology

"

"

I still need to register,
but I plan on voting.

Of course, but I do not
wish to reveal my
political views.

"

"
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Student se nators want
~moredirect shuttle routes
BY BENJAMIN ISRAEL

staff editor
Take the shuttle from the circle to
the Honors College and it takes about
three minutes. But the return trip takes
18 minutes, according ( 0 its schedule.
That's because the return trip takes you
~'! University Meadows, Marillac
Hall, the Barnes College of Nursing,
Seton Hall and the south MetroLink
station before reaching the circle.
At its Feb. I meeting, the Student
Senators Organi zation passed a resolution asking that one of the three campus shuttle buses be rerouted so that it
~.. just goes from the circle to the Honors
College to the South Campus
Reside.nce Center for a few hours in
the afternoon .
"Ninety percent of the people riding the shuttle at that time are going
from the Honors College to North
\~ 'tampus ," said D. Mike Bauer, a student senator who spoke in favor of the
resolution.
Thc Student Senate Organization,
which consists of the students who
pave been elected to the University
f ~enale, has no powcr but makes rec~ ommenclations to the full Senate.
The shuttle runs from 7:30 a.m. to
10:45 p.m. Monday through Thursday,
and until 3:30 p.m . on Fridays. At peak
times, shuttles run as often as five
~mes an hour over a single route that
~ goes as far south as the nursing school,
as far north as Mansion Hill and the
Educational Park with two stops at the
circle. The whole circuit takes 38 minutes, according to its schedule.
: ... . "All the drivers are such congenial
I t;'people," Bauer said, "if you ask them
\. to stop, they stop."
Shultle riders interviewed for the
story said they like the service but
'io ,

SCHLANT-BRADLEY, from page 1

..................................................................... " ............................................................................................................. ...... -....................................
~

vision for America in broader themes. some ways theoretically complicated.
Many times he'll go back to this Now how that plays amongst the
notion of thinking outside the box. He American public is open," Caliendo
doesn't use those terms, that's kind of said, "We usually want speci.fic policy
a corporate term, but he criticizes preferences. We can understand that
stuff."
Gore because he says [that he doesn't]
Schlant-Bradley also said many
feel that education is just a box with a
bunch of programs in it. He feels that Bradley supporters are from the disit's larger. So, his health care proposal . enchanted or have never been
is, in his vision, imperative to educa- involved in politics before. She said
tion because kids can't go to school that it is important that college stuwithout good nutrition and if they're dents get involved in the political
hungry they're not going to learn, and process.
if they 're sick they're not going to
"It is very, very important that you
learn. His vision is very broad. It's not go out, and that you go out and help
abstract. It's specific. But it seems to now and that ybu will be going canme that it's very theoretical and in vassing. And above all on March 7,

MOCK
TRIAL, from page 1
................................................................................................................................................... _....- ...................................................................... ..

,

Mutsumi Igarashi! The CurrellJ

Yuka Sato (center) boards a shuttle bus last Friday. Student senators voted Feb. 1 to recommend changing the shuttle routes.

often wish its routes were more direct,
and later and more often.
"The shuttle service is excellent,"
said Kanako Zaitsu, a senior majoring
in psychology who lives in Mansion
Hill and has no car. "I don't mind
walking during the daytime, but I
don't want to walk at night. I wish the
shuttle ran on weekends also."
'They need to get to the north
MetroLink faster inslead of making it
the last stop," said Antoinette
Madison, a jun.ior in biology. "Most of
the time, I have to get to work after

FERPA F ORUM, from page 1

class."
After Iv!adison boards the shuttle at
Benton Hall, it drives past Mark
Twain, the Educational Park and
Mansion Hill before dropping her off
at the bus stop at Bellerive Drive 14
minutes later.
WIlle shuttle is flexible," said Bob
Roeseler, direc tor of University Police,
which runs the shuttle. ' If there is a
need thaI's proven to exist ... [w]e
must make sure we provide as much as
possible with the funds that are available.'<

.
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David Young, the dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences, said he
didn't know whether Caliendo or
Mock Trial would be back next year.
"You need to put this in context,"
Young said. "The University is going
through a reallocation of resources."
Young said plans call for giving
faculty members bigger raises than in
the past, and that might mean fewer
faculty positions. The University is
offering some faculty early retirement
and may not replace everyone who
leaves.
"One possibility will be that pe0ple who are still here will receive
more substantial pay increases,"
Young said. "The net result of that is

there will be fewer faculty posi tions."
Does that mean. hiring more parttime faculty or raising class sizes or
offering fewer classes?
"I don 't know," Young said. 'We
haven't finalized next year's budget"
Young said he expects two political science professors to retire, bu t he
doesn't know whether the University
will hire anyone to replace them .
Where does this leave Caliendo?
"My goal is to secure a tenure
track position," Caliendo said. "I love
it here, but the funds don't seem to be
available for a tenure-track position."
Even if they were, Caliendo would
have to compete against other applicants for the job.

ELECTIONS,jrompage
1
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..

Angie Schmidt, a junior majoring
in chemistry and a former student senator, said many students aren't interested.
"I don't think anyone knows what
the Senate does, and how important it
is for the campus." Schmidt said.
She added that enthusiasm for the
election might be down because "the

faculty, I think. does pretty much what
they want."
The Senate is holding the election
despite its decision to split into two
bodies: a Faculty Senate and a
University Assembly. The Board of
Curators must approve the change for
it to go into effect. The board may vote
on the change at its meeting March 23

SABe, franz page 1

G. Gary Grace, vice-chancellor for Student Affairs, and Joanne Bocci, interim associate vice chancel~ lor for Student Affairs, listen to students explain their concerns about the implementation of FERPA

on campus.

school year. Grace said he hopes to
have UM-St. Louis' guidelines submitted for approval to the UM system
president, Manuel Pacheco, either in
March or April.

and 24.
Under the new plan. students
would have 13 seats in one of two
houses of the new bicameral legislature. The faculty would have 40 seats.
Speaking on Thursday, Kerley
said, 'We don't know if we're going
to need 13 or 25, but three isn't
enough in any case."

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ • • ••• • -o . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

Michelle Van Iseghemi 71Je Currenl

you are talking about, that is slanderous ."
Joe Flees, representative for the
UM-St. Louis chapter of Associated
Students of the University of
Missouri , mediated the meeting. He
sai d he thought the forum was successful.
"I think the students had a lot of
their questions answered," Flees said .
"We understand that it isin the works
on how it will be implemented today,
and I think the forum was successful
in that."
The new FERPA guidelines will
go into effect at the beginning of next

All the Mock Trial participants
. contacted said they want it back next
year.
"I'm a military brat, and I've been
all around the world, and this was the
most amazing thing for me,"
Esperanto said. "It was a learning
experience. ' Not only do you learn
about the law, but about people. You
learn to work with other people. You
learn problem-solving skills."
Anita Steed said she learned more
ITom Mock Trial than any class. "I
learned what attorneys really go
through," the political science major
said. 'The biggest thing is everybody's
cooperating
on
this.
Everybody has to pull together."

~

employed by the SABC this year, serv outside of the group's regular
Shaw said, is discussing budgets meeting times . Then, Shaw said,
through e-mail. All SABC members those budgets are discussed at the
are on a Iistserv and discuss budgets beginning of each meeting and a genthroughout the week, instead oflimit- eral consensus among the SABC
ing their conversations to Friday members is reached based on their
discussions earlier in the week.
afternoons.
Josh Stegeman, a current SABe
Shaw said each of the SABC
members gets one budget to study member who has served on the comand analyze throughout the week. mi ttee for three years., said the lislserv
Then those msm bers can as' ques.- ' bqssped !;hi.tJgll up consider:dbly' cprntions or get feedback through the list- pared to the previous years.

Michael
Rankins ,
Student
Government Associatio n acting president , said he is concerned about
%ctministrators who are not qualified
\I to make judgments that lead to labeling students alcoholics.
"It could have very serious ramifications," Rankins said. "In the first
place, I don't want to see that on any
student's permanent record. Also, I
~ould think that not only are th ere
~ ethical implications because it is
unethical to use those labels if you're
not trained to do so, but they have
legal implications. If you call me .an
alcoholic, and you don't know what

which is the day of the primary, we
need lots and lots of volunteerS to get
people to the polls," Schlant-Bradley
said. "We have our grass roots, and
we have our students, and we have
our citizens who really want Bill
because, and I'm not biased I can say
that, Bill is the. best candidate."
SChlant-Bradley took a leave of
absence from her position as a professor of German and comparative literature to assist in her husband's campaign. She has taught at Montclair
State University in New Jersey since
1971. She has also held visiting professorships at Yale and Columbia
Universities.

~-

The listserv "has streamlined the
process significantly and may allow
the committee to complete tentative
allocations in record time," Stegeman
said.
Shaw said he hopes to have tentative allocations sent to all studerit
organizations requesting their budgets by early April. Then, Shaw said,
student organizations will have the
right to appeal the tentative allocations.

Unless your head is stuck in
the clouds, you know that
fliers and posters plastered on
bulletin boards will never get
your student organization the
attention it deserves!

NOTICE
Four Undergraduate Board Members

GOT FREE TIME?
Spend it on something useful! Join the staff of The
Current. You get real job experience and have fun doing it!
,.

V I SUALIZE
YOUR FUTURE AS A
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

LOGAN OFFERS:

I

~

• Prominent, outstanding faculty.
• A strong tradition of academic
excellence and student success.
• Modern state-of-the-art facilities.
Financial aid to approximately
90% of our students.
• Hands-on clinical experiences.
Logan also offers a B.S. in Human
Biology and an Accelerated Science
Program (ASP).
Prepare (or an exciting career in healrh core.

lOGAN

will be elected to the

.ASUM
Board of Directors
two for one year terms to expire in
March 2001
and
two for terms to expire in
September2000
at the SGA Meeting on
Thursday, March 16 at 2:30 p.m.
F or more information, contact Steven Wolfe, acting
SGA vice president, at 51'6-5105, or stop by the SGA
office located in 262 University Center.

1-800-533-9210

http://www.logan.edu
1851 · Schoettfer Rd.' Chesterfield, MO 630 17
Phone: (3 14) 227-2 100· FAX: (314) 207-2425
loganadm@logan.edu

An Equal Opportunity Institution

of Higher Education

The Associated Students of the University or Missouri -

"Your Student Voice in State GO\ ernment since 1975"
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Apollo Four Forty's
latest album puts it near
topaf electronica field
•
BY CoRY BLACKWOOD

staff editor
Apollo Four Forty is a hard-toclassify group. Techno seems like an
obvious moniker, but their new album
has too many elements for that to
stick. There's rock, pop, punk and, of
course, techno.
Amazingly, it all melds together
perfectly. "Stop the Rock," the opening track on "Gettin' High on Your
Own Supply," sounds like a Beach
Boys song run through a blender, and
it is just as fun as "Good Vibrations"
or any other song by that classic surf
group.
Since 1997's "Electro Glide in
Blue," Apollo Four Forty has been on
cloud nine, with their songs appearing
on soundtracks like 'The Jackal" and
"Lost in Space," and On nearly every
techno or drum 'n' bass compilation
under the sun. These guest appearances have heightened the public's
attention to the band, and created
quire a buzz about them.
Expectations were high for the
group's next album, since fellow
musicians Fatboy Slim and The
Chemical Brothers had all but stolen
the scene in the two-and-a-half-year
break Apollo Four Forty took
between album re.leases. It has turned
out to be time well spent, and "Gettin'
High on Your Own Supply" is the
proof of that While Fatboy Slim and
The Chemical Brothers went for a
very electronic approach and alienated guitars on their new albums,

CORY

BLACKWOOD
A&E editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

films editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811
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'Hanging Up' tries, fails
to be heartwanning

Apollo Four Forty embraced rock's
most important instrument, and used it
for their own means. "Heart Go
Boom" is a perfect example of strong
guitars in a very techno-sounding
song, and it is also one of many highlights on the album.
The field of electronic a is too new
to truly have a list of classic albums,
but musicians like Moby, Fatboy
Slim, The Chemical Brothers and the
Propellerheads have displayed enough
talent and quality to classify themselves as classics in their own time.
Apollo Four Forty has just placed their
name on the short list with ''Gettin'
High on Your Own Supply."

.

Fifty-yea...old is 'poignant,
funny in coming-of-age story

3
Supertuzz
The Firehouse
Vargas Swing
Galaxy

10
E.M. Grueve
The Firehouse
Big Blue Monkey CD
Release Party
Galaxy

14
V For Vendetta
. Hi Pointe

16
Flaming Lips
The Firehouse

BY MARY LINDSLEY

senior editor
Cute.
Everything
about
"Hanging Up," the new film starring
Meg Ryan, Diane Keaton and Lisa
Kudrow, is cute. Ryan is cute. The
dialogue is cute. Even the huge
Clydesdale of a dog Ryan's character gets roped into baby-sitting is
cute.
The fact that "Hanging Up"
teems with cuteness is no surprise.
The film was co-written by Nora
Ephron (along with her sister,
Delia), writer and director of
"Sleepless in Seattle" and "You've
Got Mail." While Ephron's past
work has focused on the relationships between men and women, this
film studies the relationship between
an elderly father and his three
daughters.
The father is Lou Mozell (Walter
Matthau), a screenwriter from
Hollywood's Golden Era who loves
to
poetic about his glory days
writing scripts for John Wayne.
Lou's mind and his body are beginning to fail him, something that
becomes an ever-increasing burden
to his daughter, Eve (Ryan). She
tries to cater to her father's needs as
well as she can-bringing him
Chinese food in the hospital, taking
his constant phone calls, soothing
his worries-but time spent with her
father means time away from the
other pressing concerns in her life:
her husband, her son and her brandnew party-planning business.
Eve has two sisters, but both
seem more concerned with their
own lives than with sharing responsibility for the care of their father
with Eve. Georgia, the eldest sister
(Keaton, who also directed the film),

wax

17

G Love a: Special Sauce
Mississippi Nights

18
Matthew Sweet
Blueberry Hill
Filter wi Chevelle
American Theatre

22
H20
Galaxy
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BY CATHERINE MARQUISHOMEYER

staff editor

Length: 92 min.
Rated: PG-13

Our opinion:

~

is the editor of a self-titled women's
magazine. Maddy (Kudrow) is the
slightly dingy youngest sister who's
building a career as a soap opera
actress. Through a series of flashback sequences, Eve finds herself
trying to sort out her relationships
with her father, her sisters and her
mother (Cloris Leachman), a woman
who walked out on her family
decades earlier and who has had little contact with them since.
"Hanging Up" tries to be one of
those movies that makes you laugh,
makes you cry, and in the end, leaves
you with a warm, fuzzy feeling.
Because of its script, it fails on all
counts. There are some humorous
bits of dialogue in the film, but none
manage to be as clever or as funny as
the Ephron sisters are capable of
writing-something you'll notice if
you've ever read Nora's novel
"Heartburn" or Delia's classic humor
book "How to Eat Like a Child."
The film's dramatic moments are
often cheap gimmicks designed to
pull at viewers' heartstrings, such as
the flashback scene in which a
drunken Lou ruins his grandson's
birthday party-who can resist a
weepy five-year-old? The movie
offers no new insights on ailing parents or family relationships.
The script also fails to give its
actors -a chance to stretch. While
Ryan can be fun to watch, her role
see

HANGING UP,
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"Wonder Boys" is a partly comic,
partly dramatic film. which is essentially, as director Curtis Hanson put it,
"a coming of age story about a 50
year-old.'· The 50 year-old is writer
Grady Tripp (Michael Douglas), a
"wonder boy" with the publication of
his successful and criticallyacclaimed first novel seven years ago,
but who is now drifting through life as
a writing teacher at an East Coast college. And then in one weekend beset
with problems, all the issues that have
been piling up in his life suddenly
descend on Grady, giving him, and us,
a comic ride as he tries to sort things
out
That weekend, the English department of Grady's college is hosting its
annual literary festival, which is being
kicked off by a party at the home of
the English department's chair. Grady
is expected to attend, although he is
being beset with his own problems
already: his much younger wife bas
finally left him, and his long-patient
editor, Terry Crabtree (Robert
Downey, Jr.), is arriving to check on
his progress on the book he's been
working on for the past seven years.
Grady is an irritable, irresponsible,
disheveled character, who would
rather avoid than confront these various problems. More problems heap
themselves on Grady at this party: he
finds out that Sara Gaskell (Frances
McDormand), chancellor of the college, with whom Grady is having an
affair and wno is married to Walter
Gaskell (Richard Thomas), the head
of the English department, is pregnant
with his child. What's more, Hannah
Green (Katie Holmes), the intelligent

This is where a caption will go someday. But for now, poor
Mi.chael must stand out in the cold and wait for us to write him
one .... orrrr... is it a malevolent conspiracy? muahahahahal!l!

and beautiful young student who rents

a room from him, bas a crush on him,
and a promising writing student,
James Leer (Tobey Maguire), whom
Grady had hoped to encourage, unexpectedly shows up outside the
Haskell's house. James is intelligent
and a gifted writer but is socially isolated and appears depressed and
strange. Through a weird series of
events, Grady and James are forced to

deal with a dead dog, the snarling
blind pet of the host. This is just the
beginning of Grady's troubles for the
weekend, all problems that he would
rather avoid.
The film is character-centered,
with real character development and
intelligent dialog, and fine acting by
all the cast. Douglas' Grady is
grumpy, slovenly, and evasive, but is
. somehow a likeable person anyway,
McDoImand is excellent as the chancellor who was as complacent as
Grady, but who must now make some
choices and reminds Grady that he has
to make some choices as well.
Maguire is marvelous as the mysterisee WONDER

BOYS,
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Teeny-bopper Gral11l11Ys cerel110ny is unforgiveable·transgression

T

RANr & ROLL
CORY BLACKWOOD

he Grarnmys ceremony aired
last Wednesday night, and
. wasn't it a great one? Weren't
the perfonners all memorable musicians and weren' t their productions all
wonderful? What do you mean you
didn't watch the 42nd Grarnmy Award
show? Don' t worry, you didn't miss a
thing.
People's tastes as a whole have
nearly dropped off the scales, at least
in the department of respectability. If
"Who Wants to Marry a MultiMillionaire" wasn't enough, watching
Britney Spears lip-sync with a bunch
of faux-robot dancers (!) and Ricky
Martin do whatever he does surely did
the trick. Even more disheartening
was the performance of legendary
Elton Jobn, whose backup singers

consisted of all five members of the
Backstreet Boys.
Kid Rock was the only redeeming
performance, and that was simply
because he brought out his cursing
midget buddy Joe-C, who was forced
to quit touring due to an illness. Kid
Rock· also managed to sneak in a
cover of "We're an American Band"
in his performance, including the line,
"We'll come to your town, we'll pull
your panties down." While tlris may
have not been very intellectually stimulating, it was at least entertaining.
So, why have all the unOliginal
boy bands and little off-beat dancing
girl routines, you ask? It appears the
Grammys have fInally given up and
are now simply playing to the lowest
common
denominator-money.

Teens have all the spending power in
the music business (how else could
the Backstreet Boys sell any ·
albums?)-so the Grammys will book
them for ratings. A sad display, but
what else would one expect in this day
and age?
What's worse is that Christina
Aguilera, also known as the trashy
version of Britney Spears, actually
won an award for best new artist That
is not surprising once you recall that
record companies get votes, and larger record companies get more votes,
thus eliminating any illusion of fairness.
There is no need for anyone of college age to watch the Grammys anymore, mostly because the award show
does not appeal to music fans and only

panders to the teenybopper generation.
On top of these transgressions of
the previously honored award ceremony, there was an announcement
that starting this year there will be a
Latin Music Gramrnys every year. I
must have missed the announcement
on the British Grarnmys, Rap
Grammys, Metal Grarnmys andPolka
Grammys, because I know the organizers wouldn't be so shallow as to
only feature one culture of music in an
internationally televised award show,
right? Wrong. But Latin music had a
more explosive year than any other
genre, so if it is given all of the attention now, maybe people will buy more
Latin albums before everyone gets
sick of it.

In previous years, the Grarnmys
have been embarrassed by poor teleprompting, forcing hosts like Kelsey
Grammer to never get cued correctly,
and even poorer security, forcing
musicians like Bob Dylan to play next
to some· shirtless moron with "Soy
Bomb" emblazoned on his chest.
Never before, however, has the award
show embarrassed itself to this extent
I would ask everyone to take a
stand and not watch the Grarnmys
next year, but that isn't necessary.
Everyone has already decided ' that
they don't want to. I guess next year I
can flick and hope to catch something
entertaining, like "Who Wants to
Watch Women Try and Marry Simply
for Money?" Maybe I should just
throw my television out the window.

.tk Current
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
(314)
RATES
5 16·5316
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Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text f017}wI. Bold and CAPS letters are free. llll
ciassifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card. Deadline is I1mrsday at 3 p. m. prior 10 publication

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current

current@jinx.umsl.edu
. stereo, starts right up, Must
sell as is $1500. Call 522-6040

I

fl·

FUN JOB ON CAMPUS
We a~e looking for dedicated
and enthusiastic UMSL students. You will:
. ' gain leadership skills
• plan, publicize and present
.
I
campus events
• assist students in the Career
Resource Center
work 10-20 hours per week
Horizons Peer Educators, 5165730, 427 SSB,
I . horizons@umsl.edu

I .
t
~

i

$ EXTRA $
Need some? New co. in STL
looking for outgoing individuals. Flexible hours. Full train ing avo PT 1FT. 2·4K.
314-983 -9100

Readers, Writers
Test Assistants
for students with disabilities.
Paid positions available for
the winter semester on a limited basis for qualified students to assist students during
scheduled exams. Research
materials , make tapes, read
and/or write for an exam.
Call MariLyn Ditto: 516-5211.

Mature, responsible
non-smoker to babysit threemonth -oLd twin boys. Ten
hours Qer week, mornings are
a plus. References and transportation required. Respond
by phone (636-861-0158) or email (singert@mir.wustl.edu) .

College Students
wanted to teach 4-year-old
autistic child in our home. 12
hours per week, $10.00 per
hour. Must be energetic,
patient and willing to learn .
CompLete training provided.
CaLL Kelly at 636 -451-4608,
West County location.

Earn Free
Trips and Cash!
Spring Break 2000 - Cancun,
Jamaica. For 10 years, Class
Travel International (CTI) has
distinguished itself as the
most reliabLe student event
and marketing organization in
North America. Motivated
Reps can' go on Spring Break
Free & earn over $10,000!
Contact us today for details!
800 / 328-1509.
www.classtravelintl.com

DO YOU LOVE
ALTERNATIVEI
ELECTRONIC MUSIC?
Earn $$ promoting major
labeL bands around your town .
Visit www.noizepollution.com
to fill out an e-application
then call Travis
@ 800-996-1816

Gradersl
Tutors Wanted
A west county mathematics
and reading learning center is
hiring part-time
graders/tutors h€lping child ren ages 3 to 15. We offer
competitive salary, flexible
schedule and rewarding working environment. Interested
candidates please caLL 636537-5522.
e -mail: jchan@fnmail.com

Mystery Shoppers:
Opportunities available with

'87 Nissan
Maxima
4 door, power windows ,
power locks, cruise, power
steering, tiltwheel , new alternator, new clutch, new
brakes , new battery, 4 new
tires, $1500, 618 -288-6977
Serious inquiries only.
I:

More Money,
Less Time
Earn $1100 - $1100/mo.
5-10 hrs/wk solving the persisterit problems of Asthma & ,
Allergies indoors. Call Steve @
579-0772 for more details.

I
I

I
Part time Income .
New environmentallyconscious company expanding
in area seeks friend ly personnel who wish to earn an extra
$1000/mo. PT/FT training
available. Comm . / Bonus
Ask for Darrick 431 -066 7.

Clerk ·
Part-time at Mailboxes Etc.
2069 Zumbehl Rd ., st.
Charles, MO, come in and fill
out an application.

West County
Pre·School
Hiring fuH -time and part-time
assistants. We will work with
your schedule. Call Barb or
Susie at 458-4540.

BUSINESS
OPPORTU NITY
We are looking for highly
motivated- INDEP£"lDENT distributors, BEAUTY
salons / store owners and
RETAIL outlets to sell our NEW
pleasantly scented BODY
LOTION. For free information
call : 1 (800) 305-1620 or (314)
867-3433.

Volunteers
needed!
Missouri NASA Space Grant's
Science Mentors a re looking
for volunteers to do hands-on
physics and astronomy activi~ ties with younger students.
Prior science teaching experience is great, but not necessary. For information , pLease
contact Brandie at
s990247@admiral.umsl.edu or
(314) 972 -9010

1999 Giant Rincon
Mountain Bike
Perfect shape , smaller
frame, hardLy ridden. Asking
$225. Call 516-7538 for more
info .

FEELING
FAT?
Spring Break is Closer than
you think! ALL Natural Weight
Loss pills, FeeL Great , Lose
Weight. Call 516-7538 for
details .

Velodyne
CT·150
powered subwoofer, 250 watt
amplifier 15" forward firing,
70 oz. magnet. Less than 1
month old , must sell $625 .00 ,
suggested retail $799.00.
Please call for any other
home audio needs
912-6453

... 1 WAS WI\.L./N6
Bvy 11lflT LAMI( NIP

pm

A.R~ NAfI,,(oL€Pl1C,

Bur r'M START/He, 10
SVSPEcf Ybu GvYs
AReN'r ag~y ING
1'EAM CURFew!!

'96 Explo rer Sport, 4 WD
blue, 1 door, 57,xxx miles ,
manual, power
windows/locks / mirrors,
cruise, luggage rack, running
boards. Excellent condition ,
reduced to $13,500/0BO
(314) 631-8162

Your source for campus news and information

'92 Grand Am,
Grey, 4Dr
Cruise, tilt wheel, AlC,
6 speaker stereo, 71 , XXX
miles , Excellent condition .
$4,750 (314) 921- 8894

GET CAUGHT UP IN IT!

r
H ave Fun Raising Funds
for your clubs, teams or
groups. Earn up to $500 or
more. Put our 25+ years of
fund raising experience to
work for you. Call now for
details on a free CD of your
choice. 800-592-2121 ext. 725

N e eded 50
serious people
to Lose weight FAST!! 100%
safe, naturaL and guaranteed.
1-888-661-3101
www.waistaway.net

H AWAIIAN/POLYNESIAN
DANCE CLASSES
Kids, teens and adults can
Learn basic hula da nce .
Possible opportunity to perform at shows or just have a
great time . Sundays (4-5
p.m.) at Winzen School of
Dance . For more information
call 907-HULA (4852).

1
I
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
I
I

----------FREE

- Trips to the Career Resou rce Center.
Help Finding the Perfect Career for You
- ~tudy Skills Tips Offered By:

Students H elping Students
A Program of Counseling Services
Division of Student Affairs

Don't miss our Open House in 4 27 SSB
Monday, February 28 and Tu esd ay, February 29
from 10 a.m . to 7 p.m.
.

'77 4x4 1ton
Custom Dodge Van
17' long, 7' high, 30" wheeLs,
8" clearance, 360 in 3 mopar
power, auto trans , power
steering, power brakes, ac ,

Traffic Problems?
DWI's?
Contact me for reasonable
legal representation .
R. L. Morovitz
(314) 664-7602

I
1
1
1
1
I

L. __________ _ ___ _ .J
(Coupon good as long as yo u are a student ora member of the faculty or staff)

YOOf SOUf(e for CQfI'j>US news and infonnotitltl

&

("
•

'93 Oldsmobile
Bravada
All-wheel drive, bLack with
leather interior, 83 ,000 miles,
power everything, excellent
condition , must seLl. $9 .300
OBO

1
I
I
1
'1

HORll ONS PEER EDUCATORS 1

Spring B reak
Super Sale!!!!
Cancun* Jamaica*Nassau
Save $150 on Second
Semester Blowout!
Call now!!!
800-293-1443
www.StudentCity.com

DITTO INK
for Duplicating Great
Savings on
Personal / Family / Dental/
Vision / Doctors / Physicians/
Hearing/ Chiropractic /
RX Care Needs .
Go to http: //wWw_natlbenefits . com I ditto
Info (800) 840-6551

,

D'b5T IN A'rION /

r

J

Invite You And A Guest To
See A Screening Of

DROWNING MONA
Stop by 'lire Current offices
at 7940 Natural Bridge for a
pass to see the Mar 2n d screening
at West Olive Theater

Pa es are a ailable on a first- come.
first-served basis. No purchase
necessary while supplies last

OPENS Nationwide
March 3r d

February 28, 2000"
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Mardi Gras webcams
provide amusement

,

A
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'Double Take' is refreshing change
for veterru, Christian rockers Petra
BY JOSH RENAUD

BY COR Y B LACKWOOD

........................

· ~t~jj~dii~·~

...................

Mardi Gras is fast approaching,
and for everyone ~'ho knows, that
means big partying, big drinking and
big, urn, never rrlind.
New Orleans is commonly
known as the American mecca for
Mardi Gras, and the whole French
Quarter fills to capacity during the
week-long extravaganza. Hotels
near Bourbon Street usually skyrocket into the thousands per night,
and many end up sleeping in cars. If
you don 't feel like driving 12 hours
just to sleep in your car, you can
always head out to our own Soulard
for the second biggest Mardi Gras
celebration in the U.S . and brave the
crowds (and possible police riots)
there.
Sound like too much? You can
still experience Mardi Gras from the
safety of your own computer. Log on
to www.mardigras.com and experience the debauchery of Bourbon
Street in real time. That's right,
www.mardigras.com has live web
cams broadcasting from various
points throughout the French
Quarter.
There 's the Oyster Cam, broadcasting from the ACME Oyster Bar,

.. ........ .... .......... ... ... -..... -... ......... ,........ ........ ...... .

the BourboCam on
the comer Bourbon
and
St.
Peters
streets, the Zoom
Cam, where one can
actually
pinpoint
where they want the
camera to focus, a
camera focusing on
the indoor karaoke
bar, and a Balcony
Bead Cam where
you can see people
flashing , urn, things
for beads.
While this may
not show a true
example of New
Orleans
culture,
there will surely be a
lot of drunk touri sts
to laugh at. If drunk
tourists are not your
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cup
of tea,
younoncan ~ -- ---- ----log on
during
Mardi Gras day s
and watch lost touri sts, as well. Trust
Homebound M ardi Gras
me. with their cameras and maps,
p artiers might enjoy visiting
they are easy to find.
w-ww.ffiardigras .cam. The
Even if you do head down to
website featu i8s live webSoulard to celebrate with real peocams in various parts of
ple, give mardigras.com a look to
New Orleans for your viewsee the original party animals of this
ing pleasure.
nation.

WONDER BOYS. from page 6
ous and difficult James Leer who is
delighted to be in the company of his
professor, and Downey is comic as the
flamboyant editor who wants to be
supportive but is under pressure from
the publisher to produce the book.
The story moves along well from
problem to problem with all the characters working in concert to add their
bits of both comedy and drama. The
plot is supported by touches in the sets

and locations. The winter Pittsburgh
locati ons, Grady's messy disorgaruzed Victorian home in a neighborhood of simi lar modest homes, and
the manual typewriters everyone
seems to use all give the viewer the
feeling that everyone here is stuck in
the past.
The film is both funny and
poignant, with nicely devel oped characters. The story is told episod ically,

"Double Take" may be one of the
most appropriate album titles I've ever
seen. Longtime Petra fan s will probably check the label again after listenim!: to this album to make sure they
w~re Iistt!ning to the ' band they
thought they were.
Petra has existed in one form or
another since Bob Hartman founded
the pioneer band in 1972 as a way to
reach his generation with his message
about Jesus Christ Petra eventually
became the world 's best selling
Christian rock band with over 6 million records sold. Needless to say, they
have fans of all ages and nationalities
who love Petra's variety of hard rock.
Last year, Hartman and the band
members decided to try something
radically different. "Vhat they hCjve
done is take 10 of Petra's most powerful and popular songs and remake
them, along ,"vith crafting two new
songs. The songs were completely
re.arranged and recorded with acoustic
guitars, some sampling, and a live
orche.stra. The result ' is a unique and
refre.shing sound that goes far beyond
a "live in the studio" retread album.
Petra took a big risk in recording
"Double Take." 'The obvious goal of
thi~ albwn is to reach a new auclience
with their music, and tlle quality of
this CD win probably make that pos-

Artist: Petra
Label: Word Records
Our opinion:

***

sible. But how will longtime fans react
to hearing toned-down versions .of
their favorite rock songs, even if the
new arrangements are innovative?
Many songs really soar, like
"Beyond Belief," which most fans
probably won't recognize until it gets
the lyrics through to the listener. In the
past, Schlitt's four-octave voice could
to the chorus. The entire song is
reach a lime too far for the casual lissmooth and builds with slow intensity.
"Dance" features a very danceable
tener, but on "Double Take" he keeps
his singing sUIprisingly low-key and it
rhythm and some interesting acoustic
works well.
hooks that make th.e song fit its theme
The biggest sUIpDse on the album
even better than the original. On the
is the song "Breathe In," where Schlitt
flip side of the coin, a couple songs,
like "Beat the System," just don' t
hands the vocal duties over to lead
guitarist Pete Orta, who also wrote the
work as well because the techno and
song. Orta does an excellent jobi
battle themes of the lyrics seem out of
behind the microphone and pulls the
place with the acoustic music.
listener into his world as he earnestly
Though it's being billed as an
acoustic album, that description does- . shares his desire to be close to God.
All in all. "Double Take" is bound
n't really seem to evoke the right mento receive a mixed reaction from fans.
tal image of the music on "Double
The music is very good, but some
Take." TIle songs are very rich , mostdiehard fans of Petra's hard rock will
ly because of the use of the orchestra
probably be disappointed by this
behind the guitar, bass, and drums, as
downshift in tempo and hold out for
well as the limited use of harmonicas,
the next album.
some "wah-wah" electric guitar parts,
and sampling. As usual , John Schlitt's
lead vocals carry the songs and punch

through the cham ters' inte ra tions
and di alogue, and Ule photography
and direction 'play a subtle role. Whi le
it is hardl y an artistic mi lestone , the
whole audience seemed to enj oy thi'
fi lm about a " wonder bo ' who at 50
. finall y grows up.

HANGING UP, from page 6
seems to be a recycled. version of
sweet, perky characters in Ryan's past
few films (some of which are Ephron
films). The character of Maddy is a little too similar to Kudrow's television
role as Phoebe on "Friends." The only
cast member of "Hanging Up" who is
able to truly rise above the screenplay
is Matthau , who has one of the toughest roles in the movie. On his good
days, Lou is the same spirited man his
daughters know and love; on his bad
day;, he can become as vulnerable as
a child. Matthau nails a character
veering back and forth between two
extremes.

Other elemcllt.s of the film ju. t
don't ring true or make sense. An
Irani an doctor and his mother are
worked into the script for reasons tl1at
never really become clear. The
Ephrons seem unable to dec ide
whether Lou is someone audiences
should like; sometimes he's a monster, .
and sometimes he's a saint.
Finally, the ending of the film is
too trite. The Mozell sisters manage [0
clear up years of squabbling and ups
and downs in their relationships by
simply having a food fight in Eve 's
kitchen.
How cute.

Y2 Play?

t h i s summer, pack your
und erwe a r, your toothb rush
an d your

[gutS].

At Camp Challenge, you'll get a taste of what it's like to
be an Army officer. And in the process, pick up leadership
skills you'll use for the rest of your life. Apply for Camp

Challenge at the Army ROTC Department. Then start packing.

ARMY R01C

Preg nant?

Unlike any other college course you can take.

For more info on basic camp and army ROTC
call 935-5521. Scholarships avail?ble

NOW! An accelerated sc·ience.
program that enables college
.
students to fulfin coursework faster!
If you have not completed your basic science coursewdrk
here's your opportunity to catch up fast. The ASP Program fu'lfills all science coursework, including ho'urs and credits, in
an accelerated p~ogram thatrequires 16 to 20 hours of study
per week per subject. You can lake up to two sections simultaneously. Classes commence in Fall, Spring and Summer.
The Logan College program is accredited arid transferable
to other colleges and universities,
Call the Logan College Admissions Office now for full
inf{)imation.

Traffic Ticket?
D.W.I., speeding , and all other traffic violations
\VolTied ~lboUI your drh'i/1/{ record <1 nd your insurance rial'S?
Wnrricd 3boll\ going to c\.1un " D0I1'1 w3 nt 10 go to n la\\-: 'cr' s otl i,:c"

Get a la\vyer to represent you

CALL TODAY

({iJ

www·PulledOverCOM
attomeys' fe es from 559.00
1)10.'(

major credit canis accept('11

"unsurpassed convenience"

1.800.426.7710

I_a \\ 011,<.:,', ,)I' :\l1dr('\\ J.lut<.:lIr

sunsplashtours.com

72(,·:; 1[1 (j

:\ f' r\) I·c·", i0I1 :11 ("nrpn nHi(ln

1·800·533·9210
(636)227 -2100

May Crasses
Now Open for Enrollment
Take One or Two Sections at Once in a Concentrated Science Program

~ HUMAN BIOlOGY .1 & II

[i{ GfNERAL CHEMtSTflY I " n
~ ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I & II
~ PHYSICS I & II .
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